SYMPOMI ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW AND ITS OTHERS

INVISIBLE WORKERS

Desirée LeClercq*

In the parable, The Emperor Has No Clothes, an emperor walks naked through a public procession, assured by his own pride and vain advisors that he was wearing a magnificent robe visible only to the smart and worthy. Like the emperor, governments imagine that they have cloaked international economic law in a new “worker-centered” trade policy. This essay explains how their efforts have merely exposed the deficits in international economic law. They have failed to account for asymmetries between capital and labor and hierarchies between sectors of workers. They also exclude the voices of the world’s most vulnerable workers—particularly those who do not benefit from union representation or job formality. The essay proposes that if policymakers intend to give workers an authentic voice and bargaining power, they must critically examine international economic law’s very corpus.

International Economic Law’s New Robe

The United States is currently leading global efforts to strengthen workers’ voices under a “worker-centered” trade policy.1 That policy purports to give workers “a seat at the table” when governments develop new trade policies that “protect workers’ rights and increase economic security.”2 So far, U.S. efforts have paid off; its policy has been echoed within the World Trade Organization and endorsed by trade parties like the European Union. Many global and national unions have embraced the “worker-centered” policy, whose name suggests recognition of their member constituencies’ needs and interests. Those unions fail to acknowledge the residual structural inequalities and asymmetrical relationships between capital and labor. After all, international economic law has been designed to regulate the flow of goods, services, and capital across borders, not to protect labor rights. To maximize profits, corporations seek ways to lower production costs, including labor costs, and protect their prerogative to decide whether to move or close operations, hire or fire workers, or avoid union organizing. International economic law permits corporations to do so, which forces workers to compete for decent work opportunities, makes it more difficult for workers to organize, and pushes global workers into informality.3 The new trade policy does not attempt to remedy those power imbalances and associated inequalities.
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As Dani Rodrik explains, “standard economic theory predicted that workers would be the main beneficiary of the expanding global division of labor,” at least in developing countries. Nevertheless, corporations and capital have ultimately proven the winners.

Global trade and international economic law took shape in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when former colonies began to industrialize and develop economically. Multinational corporations began to outsource their labor-intensive operations to those countries in search of cheap labor and raw materials. Simultaneously, international financial institutions and other global economic actors in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East linked financial assistance to structural adjustment programs. Those programs required recipient states to facilitate corporate flexibility—to the detriment of workers’ rights, particularly of poor women of color who lost job security and acceptable working conditions. The 1980s debt crisis in Latin America and the Caribbean further drove developing countries to export-oriented industrialization, resulting in “lower labor costs in the region and increased wage competition among traditionally low-wage regions throughout the world.”

In developed economies, wages stagnated despite productivity increases. Both scenarios suggest that quality jobs may be disappearing. While there is some empirical evidence that the manufacturing and auto sectors have benefitted by offering skills development and better wages, there is also evidence that these sectors outsourced production or otherwise weakened trade union participation. The same paradox exists, for instance, in the maquiladora sectors in Mexico and Central America, where trade has provided women employment opportunities and pathways out of poverty while subjecting them to hazardous and abusive working conditions. As quality jobs worldwide decline, workers struggle to find and keep those jobs at home, fearful of losing them to foreign workers, and are increasingly willing to settle for what jobs are available.

Global supply chains have eroded national boundaries and have established sectoral units in their place, but workers’ mobility has mainly remained restricted. As companies relocate to take advantage of lax regulations and cheaper production costs, global workers have been cast along a supply chain hierarchy. At the bottom of this hierarchy are workers who harvest, collect, and assimilate raw materials and supplies to feed into the chain. At the top of the hierarchy are workers at the lead firms, where products are finished and sold. As opposed to workers at the bottom of the chain, workers at the top often enjoy formal employment and better wages and working conditions.
Digital transformations are further straining national labor markets. Traditional jobs in operations and agriculture seem bound to be replaced by robotics and automation. New jobs are proving to be weak substitutions. Those jobs, such as platform jobs, tend to be precarious or self-employed, thus “providing few rights and protections to workers.”

Workers—particularly women in developing countries—have increasingly turned to informal employment sectors. According to UN estimates, over 60 percent of workers across the globe are currently in the informal economy—their labor is carried out along the fringes of the law, depriving them of basic legal and social protections. Many are self-employed, while others work in informal enterprises or informal positions at formal enterprises (such as through subcontracting or temporary agencies). On the whole, these non-traditional employment arrangements have resulted in declining union memberships. A significant majority of the working population thus lacks independent and fair representation. Unequal access to collective bargaining has resulted in distributional asymmetries and the declining influence of organized labor on workplace conditions and international economic policies.

Voices at the International Economic Law Table

Globalization’s effects on workers have been devastating. More than 1,100 garment workers were burned alive when their building collapsed in Dhaka in 2013. Hundreds of thousands of children are forced into hazardous and detrimental working conditions every year. Recent initiatives such as the “worker-centered” trade policy suggest a gradual recognition that international economic law goes too far in generating profits at the expense of basic human rights.

Governments such as those of the EU member states have attempted to confront rights abuses in international economic law by tolerating varying degrees of formal union and civil society engagement. However, given the underrepresentation of workers’ voices in unions and civil society, those discussions prioritize the dominant paradigm of formal union workers but fail to account for the complex plurality of the world’s most vulnerable workers. For instance, domestic workers, migrant workers, informal workers, and gig workers, not to mention women workers, are often not represented by unions. The slogan “nothing for us without us,” popular among informal worker organizations, speaks to the frustration and disconnect felt by workers whose views have not been sought directly but whose needs are translated through well-meaning yet attenuated unions.

Those unions must reconcile the needs of their direct members and those of the informal and migratory workers they seek to represent. Cross-border competition creates tension between protecting local members from foreign
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competition and ensuring the availability of good jobs for foreign workers. Unions representing workers in export-oriented sectors may not be as vulnerable to that dilemma as those representing workers in import sectors, so long as the former sector does not offshore production. Unions’ approaches also conflict. Some participate in the democratic mobilization of collective power to support state policies related to international economic law. Others reject the implicit exclusion of non-citizens from political processes and outcomes. Yet others simply distrust and reject the international economic law framework writ large. This variance raises critical questions about which union voices are engaging on the “worker-centered” platform, whose interests are represented, and how disagreements are resolved.

**Union Strategies**

The combination of globalization and increasing informality has shifted the nature of work, the power balances between labor and capital, and the relationship between unions and global workers. Unions have responded through “vacillating, if not erratic . . .” strategies. Some have attempted to assimilate informal and atypical workers. These include unions in developing countries—Zambia, Uganda, Mozambique, Brazil, Cambodia, South Africa, Georgia, Uruguay, Tunisia, and the Dominican Republic—and unions hoping to represent migrant and gig workers in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Europe. Where formal participation is impossible or insignificant, unions, civil society, and non-governmental organizations sometimes coalesce under transnational networks to lobby the government. One notable example is the Hemispheric Social Alliance (HSA), composed of civil society organizations primarily in Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and the United States in 1997 against the backdrop of the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) negotiations. Despite efforts to streamline HSA chapters in countries, workers and advocates complained that their local views were not represented, and local chapters struggled to communicate with chapter members in other countries.

Civil society efforts within the international economic law framework also conflict and compete with other organizations. During the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) negotiations in El Salvador, for instance, two civil society coalitions adopted competing approaches to influence rights in trade—one asked to participate in the negotiations and attempted to align its proposals with the government’s trade objectives, and the other tried to stop the negotiations forcefully. The result? The government ignored both demands, moved up its deliberations to a 3:00 a.m. session, and approved CAFTA eight hours later.
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Two critical misconceptions beset the “worker-centered” trade policy. The first involves use of the term “workers,” which remains restrictive in international economic law. The second regards how the policy’s outcome-based approach prioritizes traditional neoliberal values over critical associational rights.

First, that policy now purports to center on workers, but it remains closed to the majority of them. For instance, trade rules are inexorably tied to workers in formal sectors with a nexus to trade. Those sectors typically include agriculture, manufacturing, mining, services (telecommunications, commercial banking, etc.), and autos. Trade rules exclude workers who work in informal sectors and outside of trade-relevant sectors.

These exclusions belie workplace realities. Consider gig workers whose informal work directly feeds into digital trade, or informal workers in manufacturing or who produce tradeable goods such as agriculture. In an era of globalization and economic interdependency, which sectors of work and workers are wholly insulated from the trade relationship? Even domestic workers play a critical role in the global economy. As demand for privatized care increases, particularly in developed countries, women in developing countries migrate for job opportunities. Their work absolves the household wage-earners from domestic responsibilities, thus enabling economic work.

Second, that policy’s outcome-based rules synthesize minimum standards of global corporate competition. They conflict with a rights-based approach, which rejects prescribed, state-defined outcomes in favor of democratic processes. For instance, international economic law’s sparse labor rules aim to ensure that national laws and practices protect the International Labor Organization’s fundamental labor rights, including prohibitions against forced labor. A rights-based approach centers on the process of realizing those fundamental rights and urges the participation of workers through freedom of association and collective bargaining. Without that participation, labor laws and practices do not necessarily represent worker interests.

International economic law rules that focus on outcome and not on process treat the symptom and not the disease, to the detriment of labor and (potentially) trade. To illustrate, states are increasingly using trade to enforce prohibitions against forced labor. To that end, the European Union and the United States have banned the importation of cotton from Xingang, China over allegations of forced work in secret internment camps. And yet, those efforts make no mention of China’s prohibitions on the formation of independent trade unions. The Chinese government denies the allegations. States are at a stalemate: they lack data concerning working conditions in Xinjiang, so they cannot confirm whether or when conditions improve. Meanwhile, trade in global cotton has stalled. Had the new trade policy taken a rights-based approach and prioritized the workers’ associational
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rights, workers could have participated and provided the necessary data. Instead, labor conditions remain opaque, trust between trade actors remains negligible, and the economic and political stalemates continue.

**Implications**

The emperor exposed not only his body but his character deficits when he sought to cloak himself with a magical robe seen only by the worthy. Policymakers have similarly exposed international economic law’s democratic and equity deficits by seeking to cloak it in a “worker-centered” policy that keeps the majority of global workers invisible.

If policymakers sincerely hope to give workers a meaningful voice in international economic law, they must radically change its structure and purpose. Trade agreements must stop serving as state-to-state contracts and must instead support the results of collective bargaining on the sectoral level. While governments would regulate procedural matters, formal and informal sector workers would participate in crafting labor strategies and priorities to be negotiated. For example, one (relatively) successful model of these sectoral negotiations is the International Labour Organization’s Better Work program. Its multi-stakeholder approach brings buyers, manufacturers, government, and formal and informal workers to negotiate sectoral agreements. The program has facilitated agreements between labor and capital in Lesotho, Vietnam, Jordan, Haiti, Indonesia, Nicaragua, Bangladesh, and Ethiopia, which shows that there are ways to provide a platform for all global workers, not just those who might applaud its rhetoric.
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